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Senior Stewards Report
Name of Track

Fort Erie

Date

Sunday, 15 Jul 2018

Weather

Race 1 - 8: Humid (Temp: 29 deg. C)

Track Conditions

Type:

Number of Races

8

Scratches

Vet:

Post-time

Dirt

Stewards:

Turf:

1

Senior Steward

Associate Steward

Neil McCoag

Paul Nielsen

13:10

Firm

Track:
Associate Steward

Report on day’s Events: (Backstretch - accidents, fines, suspensions, objections, disqualifications, refunds, pertinent incidents,
general details etc., Film Reviews, Races, Claims)

Backstretch:
A question was brought forward about the licensing requirements for maintence people doing
work in the barn area. The ones currently doing it are licensed but they have unlicensed persons
working the remainder of the property and wish to use some of them due to staffing issues.
Marylin will refer the question to Licensing for clarification.
Dr. Chambers was in to discuss the test barn needing to notify the Vets of any issues re
lameness or bleeding that they observe. He was going to have a meeting with the test barn
personnel.
Howard Keen was in to answer some questions about a person who was working in his barn area
and suffered an injury. He indicated that he had a current WSIB. He was cautioned about these
individuals that he brings in to "teach" the business and that he has the same responsibilities to
them as to any paid employees.
Alladin Murray was in to discuss the release of purse monies held from last year. The money was
released. Mr. Murray was informed that if he intends to participate in horse ownership in the
future acceptable trainer -owner contracts would be required prior to licensing.
Film Reviews:

Races:
R1-#1 stumbled at the start. Race clear
R2-Reviewed stretch run. #2 (Johnson) comes in under right handed urging and #3 (Pinto)
comes out under left handed urging. Slight bump with both horses contributing to it. #2
was eased across the wire. Win photo
R3-Jockey Claim of Foul and Stewards Inquiry at the head of the stretch. The jockey of #4
Pinto (3rd) claimed foul saying that the #5 Malhot (1st) came off the rail and made contact
with her causing her to lose momentum. The rider of #5 came off his mount pulling up and
was attended to by EMS. It appeared that he had an asthma attack and as such was
unavailable to come to the phone. After reviewing the films it appears the #5 does come
out and impede the #4 horse which at that stage appeared to be going by. #5 Night
Gathers finished first and placed third for interference at the head of the stretch. Notice of
Review sent for Malhot and Pinto for Tuesday. https://youtu.be/_HZiZqJzuEU
Pierre Malhot off the remainder of mounts today.
Also prior to the start of the race the #1 was fractious in the post parade and the rider
came off and the horse was led to the gate. All other horses had riders taken off. There
was about a nine minute delay getting the horse to the gate.
R4-Clear
R5-Clear
R6-Clear
R7-Stewards Scratch at the gate of the #3 horse Mousquetaire. The horse would not load.
Now on the starters list.Race clear.
R8-Clear
Handle $616,908

Claims:
R1- #5 Snowy Legacy claimed by Nancy and Robert Warner trainer Robert Warner
R6- #4 Redliner claimed by owner/trainer Sharon Ceccato

